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During recessions, it is common for the federal government to extend the standard  
unemployment insurance (UI) program. Many economic studies have shown that workers 
who receive UI extensions tend to take longer to find new employment, leading to a 
somewhat longer average duration of unemployment among all workers. 
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It is important for us to  
understand how much 
of the recent rise in the  
unemployment rate may 

























































































































































































































The extension of unemployment insurance benefits during 
the recent economic downturn can account for approximately 
1 percentage point of the increase in the unemployment rate, 
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of­unemployment,”­Journal of Public Economics,­
Vol.­41,­No.­1,­February,­pp.­45–72.
18­ If­we­use­the­Katz­and­Meyer­(1990)­estimate­
and­also­assume­that­the­UI­extensions­in-
creased­the­take-up­rate­to­55%,­this­would­
imply­that­the­UI­extensions­led­to­a­1.7­per-
centage­point­increase.